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In India, ever developing as it is, cars are no more a luxury. Cars

have become a necessity now for most families. Unfortunately,

most of the car owners are not aware of car maintenance technics

and hence they give their cars for service at car ...
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About Us

In India, ever developing as it is, cars are no more a luxury. Cars have become a necessity now for

most families. Unfortunately, most of the car owners are not aware of car maintenance technics and

hence they give their cars for service at car dealer service centers. Modern cars are built with robotic

tools and are very robust and very rarely does some major problem occur only if the routine

preventive maintenance services are not done promptly. Yet, dealers sell extended warranty to

unaware customers just to make sure that their cars come to their service centers for service, else the

warranty voids. It is a known fact that these car dealer service centers charge exhorbitantly high after

the free service period often for basic routine service. At the same time, car owners who love their

cars are hesitant to give their cars to roadside mechanics for service or repairs since they do not trust

them. Car owners are left with no choice but to pay the exhorbitant charges that car dealer service

centers levy. To bridge this gap between car dealer service centers, unprofessional roadside

mechanics and a hesitant car owner, EXPRESS AUTOCARE has been setup by Joel D'Souza, a car

enthusiast to ensure all car owners get a fair deal in the service and repairs of their cars.  As a owner

of a software company currently, Joel D'Souza comes with immense experience in the IT & Retail

industry in India and abroad where customer experience and satisfaction is the key for...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Express Autocare
Contact Person: Bangar 

Shop No.6, Tycoom Sapphire 
Kalyan - 421301, Maharashtra, India
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